
Passing Truth - The second song of three part series from 
botanic garden

Lash&Grey created these gems of a videos in cooperation 
with young Slovak filmmakers.  

LASH&GREY RELEASE BOTANIC 
GARDEN LIVE SERIES  

	 This young Slovak couple have already 
impressed audiences with their unique music that 
defies trends and easy categorization. They become 
the rare exception on the domestic scene, broadening 
their sound by releasing two award-winning albums in 
the last two years. Receiving Best Debut, Best Single, 
and Best Album Of The Year awards in their native 
Slovakia and the foreign Czech Republic they become 
respected artists which all resulted in a collaboration 
with the renowned European Bella Concerts agency. 
Being part of an artist roster filled with names like Pat 
Metheny, Ghostnote, or Herbie Hancock, Lash&Grey 
are now carving their own path aiming to bring their 
vision of jazz and soul to the international music scene. 


Kristin’s bold, soulful and 
emotive vocals brim with 
confidence remain a key part 
of the charm



Botanic live session series were created in collab with Juraj Mraz and 
Oliver Zahlava, leading young filmmakers of Slovakia. 

linktree | spotify | youtube | facebook | instagram

The session was filmed in a single take and 
it showcases a fresh musical adventure and 
truly artistic indulgence.   


	 "We wanted to create unique visual for 
our pilot song of the last album Blossoms Of 
Your World, and live session in such a beautiful 
place seemed to be a great idea. Playing these 
songs in a simple stripped down way is always 
challenging - but letting things flow in the 
simplest forms gives space to surface powerful 
emotions. We had a great team - working with 
Juraj Mraz, Oliver Zahlava, and Roland Kanik 
was a great experience - these guys have a 
terrific eyes for details. We all tried to capture 
the best of us in that one specific moment - live 
one-take shot."   

https://linktr.ee/lashgrey
https://open.spotify.com/artist/10s63xyA30oEH9Dx1Vj4H9?si=8tFHYumYQIW_StvL4Ky6wQ&dl_branch=1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVpYGKdznXnjZEwQgBkCqLA
https://www.facebook.com/lashgreymusic/
https://www.instagram.com/lashgreymusic/

